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Digital Anatomy is a reliable and user-friendly application designed to help you view encoded DICOM
files, as well as play the multi-frame documents, thus offering you an overview on the evolution of
the studied object. You can open several types of medical imaging files, such as MRI or CT scans.
DICOM file manager The software is a useful tool for managing, storing, printing and transmitting
information in medical imaging. Its comprehensive interface enables you to open mutliple frames
and view them simultaneously, in cascade, tile or customary arrangement modes. It is a facile
display for viewing and comparing test results and condition evolution. The software can also handle
multi-frame images, and play them at custom speed and frame per second rate. You can zoom in or
out, depending on the location of the area of observation. Moreover, you may edit the luminosity and
contrast of the images, for a better detail observation. Key frames and snapshots Digital Anatomy
supports a wide range of file types and quality, including large, resource-demanding documents. It
can load up to 512 frames in a document and display each of them separately, in the Film menu. You
can select each of them and study it individually. You can merge single frame images and render
them as a frame sequence, or you can cache multiple images, in order to improve playback quality
and speed. The software enables you to set key frames, by marking them as still images or clips and
adding annotations. Moreover, you may capture accurate snapshots, using the dedicated function.
User-friendly interface Digital Anatomy focuses both on the accuracy of scientific study, but also on
user experience. Thus, it features an encompassing interface, with customizable windows and
panels. For instance, the Film tab displays all the frames in a document for individual study, while
the Patient menu displays the existing patient records. With a double click you can access patient
information for viewing or anonymizing data. DXA SMART 6.1 vf Two File Software DXA SMART 6.1 vf
Two File Software is freeware multithreaded and multi-platform version of DXA SMART 6.1. DXA
SMART 6.1 vf Two File Software provides program features for managing and displaying medical
images. The software is compatible with Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10. Program was tested on
Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10. It is freeware multi-threaded and multi-
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A brand new approach to learning anatomy with easy to understand graphics, animations and
voices. Assess your understanding of anatomy by playing the 'Survey' game on tablets, smart
phones, Macs, PCs and on Amazon Fire TV. If you already have the iPhone, iPad, Apple TV, Amazon
Fire TV or Android version of the application, you may already have the 'Survey' game that can be
played and graded with your answers. Simply open the 'Survey' game and start playing. The 'Survey'
game is a great way of learning anatomy. It is easy to understand and is fun to play. Compare your
performance with your friends and family using the built in leaderboard. You can also use the
'Survey' game as a teaching aid. To support the development of other languages, the 'Survey' game
is available on iPads and iPhones with Apple Watch. Síguenos en Contenido Keyframe (e.g. 8,15,23)
JsonObject(s) (e.g. «POINT_1», «POINT_2») Angles DefaultAngle (e.g. 90) Keyframe Degree To (e.g.
90) DefaultDegree (e.g. 90) Clip DefaultPixel (e.g. 200) Keyframe Origin2 (e.g. 0,0) DefaultOrigin2
(e.g. 0,0) Angles Origin2 (e.g. 90) DefaultOrigin2 (e.g. 90) Clip Origin2 (e.g. 180) DefaultOrigin2 (e.g.
180) Angles DefaultOrigin3 (e.g. 90) DefaultOrigin3 (e.g. 90) Clip DefaultOrigin4 (e.g. 90)
DefaultOrigin4 (e.g. 90) Angles DefaultOrigin5 (e.g. 90) DefaultOrigin5 (e.g. 90) Clip DefaultOrigin6
(e.g. 90) DefaultOrigin6 (e.g. 90) Angles DefaultOrigin7 (e.g. 90) 3a67dffeec
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Description: The ACUTE Software Suite is a set of medical software products that can be used for
clinical practice. It consists of the following applications: - ANALYZE - doctor and scientist - MCES -
doctor and scientist - GATE - doctor and scientist - 5VIEW - doctor and scientist Description: EDDI
Suite is an excellent tool for the diagnosis and surveillance of patients with Inflammatory Bowel
Disease (IBD). It is specially designed to help Gastroenterologists and specialists for Rheumatology in
the management of IBD and Crohn's Disease (CD). It also manages accurately the electronic data
related to the patient, in order to achieve a great benefit in the management of the disease,
including the long-term follow-up. It contains the following tools: - it is designed to manage and
display infographics related to IBD - Diagrammatic display of Disease Activity - analysis of IBD
patients with a progress chart - EDDI-Cloud (Shared Space) - file sharing to Web, Intranet or Internet
- EDDI-Cloud (Shared Space) - patient exchange to Web, Intranet or Internet - One-click to share and
transmit data from informatics - EDDI-Cloud (Shared Space) - medical records Description: EDDI
Suite is an excellent tool for the diagnosis and surveillance of patients with Inflammatory Bowel
Disease (IBD). It is specially designed to help Gastroenterologists and specialists for Rheumatology in
the management of IBD and Crohn's Disease (CD). It also manages accurately the electronic data
related to the patient, in order to achieve a great benefit in the management of the disease,
including the long-term follow-up. It contains the following tools: - it is designed to manage and
display infographics related to IBD - Diagrammatic display of Disease Activity - analysis of IBD
patients with a progress chart - EDDI-Cloud (Shared Space) - file sharing to Web, Intranet or Internet
- EDDI-Cloud (Shared Space) - patient exchange to Web, Intranet or Internet - One-click to share and
transmit data from informatics - EDDI-Cloud (Shared Space) - medical records Description: ACUTE
Suite is a complete set of software tools for the diagnosis, treatment and management of patients
with Neurodegenerative

What's New In?

Digital Anatomy is an open source, freeware. It has been developed to organize and study the
contents of a variety of DICOM files, as well as those of other medical imaging file formats, including
JPEG, PNG, TIFF, and other image formats. This software runs on Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Windows
7, and Windows 8, and compatible with 32-bit and 64-bit operating systems. It is available in various
languages, including English, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch. All versions
have been designed to have a clean and intuitive interface, a user-friendly learning curve and a
multilingual background. Digital Anatomy for Windows OS Key features: 1. Decode Multiple Image
Sequences 2. Export Multi-Frame DICOM Datasets 3. Play Multi-Frame Sequences 4. Open DICOM
Files in Windows Explorer 5. Create, Open, and Save DICOM Files in a Windows Explorer Tree 6. View
DICOM Files in Windows Explorer 7. Open and Save TIFF Files in a Windows Explorer Tree 8. View
TIFF Files 9. Create and Open JPG Files in a Windows Explorer Tree 10. View JPEG Files in Windows
Explorer 11. View JPEG Files in Windows Explorer 12. Create New JPG Files 13. View JPG Files 14.
Export an Individual DICOM Image 15. Import a Single DICOM Image 16. View DICOM Images 17.
View TIFF Files 18. View TIFF Files 19. Play Multi-Frame DICOM Sequences 20. Play Multi-Frame TIFF
Sequences 21. Open Multi-Frame DICOM File in Windows Explorer 22. Open Multi-Frame DICOM File
in Windows Explorer 23. View Data in Windows Explorer 24. Play DICOM Film 25. Play DICOM Film 26.
Open Multi-Frame DICOM files in a Windows Explorer Tree 27. Open Multi-Frame DICOM files in a
Windows Explorer Tree 28. View Multi-Frame DICOM Files 29. Create, Open, and Save Multi-Frame
JPG Files in a Windows Explorer Tree 30. View Multi-Frame JPG Files in Windows Explorer 31. View
Multi-Frame JPG Files in Windows Explorer 32. Create and View Multi-Frame DICOM File 33. Create
and View Multi-Frame
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System Requirements For Digital Anatomy:

Minimum Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or later RAM: 2 GB Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics
card with 64MB of video memory DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 700 MB available space Sound:
DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card Recommended Processor: Intel Core i5 or later RAM: 4 GB
Sound: DirectX 9.
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